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ABSTRACT
The vapor
ohase oxidation of 1,3-pentadiene, over heterooeneous
.
0
catalysts, was investigated with the objective of producing 2,4pcntadicnal and 2,4-pcntadienoic acid.

Copper and cobalt-molybdenum

catalysts, both supported and unsupported, were utilized at various
re3ction temperatures, residence times and feed ratios.
The manner of 1,3-pentadiene vanorization aPd introduction into
the reactor system proved to be critical.

Low temperature vaporiza-

t ion of the hydrocarbon and di 1uti on with the oxidant, air, \'v'as found
to he necessary to aYoid polymerization of the feed.
Alumina-supported catalysts '''ere found to be very active,
lee1ding to severe cracking of the hydrocarbon feed and subsequent
carhoni:ation of the catalysts.

Silica-5upported catalysts did not

suffer from this problem.
At all conditions studied the oxidations were non-selective,
with numerous products being observed.

The desired product, 2,4-

pentadienoic acid, was observed only in trace amounts over cobalt
molybdate.

2,4-Pcntadienal was observed over all catalysts.

The

highest yield of 2,4-pentadienal, 11%, occurred over cobalt molybdate.

iii
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I:'-1TRODUCT10:.J

Purpose - Piperylene Oxidation
Do~

Chemical U.S.A. has an interest in improving the value of

some of the by-products obtained during the cracking of naphtha to
ethylene.

The aim of this research project was to concentrate on one

such by-product, 1,3-rentadiene (pinerylene), and to consider an
oxidation scheme to produce cert3in

ox~·gen

containing compounds \vhich

could be useJ in synthesi:::.ing deri\·::ltives \,·ith potential market
v:lluc.

To this end, the heterogeneous vanor phase allylic oxidation

of piperylene \\·as studied, h'ith the emphasis placed on the production
of the carhox\·lic acid.

CII ., =C~II- C~ II= C~ II- CII_
~

r oJ

CJI ,=CH- CH=CH-CH ,OH

,)

CJI ,=CII-CH=CH-CHO
CII 1 =CII-Cli=CH-COOH

In an attempt to C'\'altwte the types of catalysts and re3ction
conditions to he employL'd for this L1xidation, a short r('view \-:ill
he presented on t11l' hetc·rogeneous
~1 n d

nxid~1tion

of propylene,

c-l olefins,

t h e C c: o l e f i n s .
,)

Oxidation of Propylene
In

l~l.IS,

!!carne and /\dams

l

shoh·ed that

prop~·lenc

could he

S<..'lcctivcly oxidi:ed to :1crolein OV('r a cnp!1cr oxide catalyst.

This

discovery ga\'C rise to the commerci:ll nroccss of G1talytic oxidation
of olcfins to aldehydes and varilHIS othet' c:1rhonyl compounds.

Since

2

that time numerous metal oxides and mixed metal oxides have been
investigated as catalysts for the oxidation of olefins.
Over copper oxide catalysts, propylene is selectively oxidi:ed
to acrolein onlv when a relatively high olefin to oxygen ratio is
')

maintained.

Studies performed hv Isaev and co-workers-, Popova and

3

4

Vermel , Ghorokhovatskii et al. , and others indicate that the
selectivity over a copper oxide catalyst is dependent upon the
chemical composition of the catal\·st \vhich is in turn heavily
depenJcnt upon the reaction medium.

The most active catalyst sur-

face for acrolein formation is one h'hich consists of a copper rich
cunrous oxide.

In the temperature range of 300-400°C, cuprous oxide

is readily oxiJi:eJ or reduced.

.·\ catalyst containing principally

copper or cupric oxide as the solid nhasc gives poorer results
(cunric oxide fa\'ors complete oxidation of propylene).

\\'ith the

need to maintain the cunrous oxiJc state, the best results are obtaineJ h'ith a rropylcne to oxygen \'olumc ratio in excess of four.
Under thcsp conditions, typic3l conversion per rass of propylene is
ahout

10-~0'~,,

In

and

sclL~ctivity

~dJition

to acrolein is often on tl)c order of

to the formation of 3crolcin, a number of by-

products arc also produceLl, such as, carbon oxides (large amounts),
prorionalJchydc, acetone,

acctaldeh~·dc,

all\·l alcohol, formaldehyde,

and acetic acid.
In the nrcsL"\ncc of
•

gcnntccl comrounds,

;1nd

ccrt~lin

adc.liti\"('S, such a halogens, halo-

s01c'nium compounds,

a

pronounced enhancement

in the selectivitv of tht' oxidation may occur.

f-or example,

3

Holbrook and Wise

5

have reported on the promoter action of methyl

bromide in the oxjdation of propylenf• over a copper catalyst.

At

an oxygen nartial pressure of 100 torr, the ratio of acrolein to
carhon oxides tracrolcin]/[CO

C0 ]) increased from 0.011 in the
2

+

absence of methyl bromide to 0.39 in the presence of methyl bromide.
Tl1is marked increase in the selectivity of the oxidation was attributcJ to the abilitv of the !1rornoter, methyl bromide, to prevent the
oxidation of cuprous oxide to cupric oxide and thus all0\\ 5 operating
1

~t

ox~·gen

a loh·cr propyl cnc to

ratio.

Similar results \vere observed

\,·hen small amounts of selenium vapors "·ere passed h·ith propylene
f,

O\'cr a COfJper C3talyst .

At lcs5 than

:::~:1

by \·olume propylene in

air over the selenium containing catalyst l5-l0°o Se) very high
.selectivity to acrolein has obsL·r\·ed at con\'crsions as high as 80°a.
At these conditions in the absence of sc·lenium, the product is
almost entirely carhnn dioxide.
and co-h·orJ...L·rs

cat~llyst;

copper l)Xide

a compound of
Jr~n·;hack:

in

:--s , that selenium

C0!1f1Cr

usin~

;~

It

ap~1(~ars

from \\·ark bv Kominami

1s not a promoter in this modified

rather the· acti\·c 11hase of the catal,·st is

and selenium, such
selenium

h~1scd

c;~tal,·~t

and recycle of the selenium due tl) the
con d i t i o n s n c c c ~ s a r y f o r o x i J at i o n .

~l~

CuScO_.
.)

One.consider0blc

is the need for recovery

vol~Itilit;:

of selenium at the

Th i s '-. o u n 1 c J \\' i t h t h e 1o \\.

a hun J a n c e o f t h c· c 1 c mc n t ma k c s i t do u h t f u l ". h c t h c r a s e 1 c n i u m has ed
catalyst could ever be used on a commL"\rci:ll scale.
Cuprous oxiJl' 1s thL' onl,· useful singll~ mC'tal oxide c~1talvst
f o r t h e ox i J a t i o n o f o I (' f i n s , \,. i t h t h c po s s i b l c c x c c p t i o n o f

4

vanadium pentoxide.

All other useful heterogeneous oxidation

catalysts arc of a mixed oxide composition and it appears that there

is a synergistic effect thut occurs with the combination of two or

more oxides.

This char3Ctf'ristic of heterogeneous oxidation cata-

lysts can be best understood by considering the redox mechansirn
first

nroposL"~d

~Iars

by

9
and Van Krevelen .

catal:·:tic action occurs in t\vO steps b\· the olefin and,

In this theory

10

, the

(1) reduction of the catalyst

l2) oxidation of the reduced catalyst bv oxygen.
~I

Th c o 1 c f i n i s a J s or h c d on a s i t c

1

h a\' i n g the char act e r of an

electron acceptor to form a chemisorbcd species, a surface n-complex.
The olefin then undergoes oxidation at the expense of the groun
p r c s en t a t
t

l)

s i t c \I

1

". i t h t h c c 1 c c t ron s prod u c ed he i ng trans fer red

\·.-a r d a s c· c o n d s i t c \I 1

".

h i c h u n d c r go c s red u c t i on and be corn e s an

clcctron-Jonor sitt."' on ,,·hich molecular oxygen can he adsorbed for
the rcox iJat iL1n of the catalyst.

From the above scheme, it can

be seen th:-tt the presence of cationic sites on the catalvst surface
1s a ncccssar;: conJition for selcL·tivc oxidation and this is proThus on mixed oxides,. the olcfi n

\' iJcJ by :1 mixed ox iJc catalyst.

i s ass urn cJ to h c a J so r h cJ on the cat i on s of the ox i d c

h i g h est v 3 1a n c L"' an J t h c r o 1 e of

t

h' i

t h t hc

h c au x i 1 i 3 r \' c. 3 t i on i s to reo xi d i : e

t h e p r i n c i n 1 c c ~l t i on and t o t ran s f c r c 1 c· c t ron s t o t he mo 1 c c u 1 a r
oxygr.n.

In

cuprou~

oxide and vanadium oxide catalysts, the th·o

act i vc sit cs :Ire pro vi dcd hv the ah i lit\· of copper and \·anaJi um
ions to coexist in lliffercnt val:tn('l' st:1tes under the conditions
employed for oxidations.

5

In 1959, Standard Oil Company (Ohio) received a patent

ll

on a

catalyst consisting of bismuth and molybdenum oxides, which was quite
selective for the oxidation of propylene to acrolein at high conver-

This catalyst had the added advantage of operating at low

sions.

propylene to oxygen ratios without the necessity of using volatile
promoters.

For example, Veatch and co-workers

12

reported that when

a feed with a loK propylene to oxygen ratio of 0.5 was passed over

a h i smut h phospho mo 1 y h d at e cat a 1 y s t at 4 5 0 o C , a 6 0 °o y i e 1d of a c r o l e in

\\·as oht a i ned at a conversion of 92°o.

The ~)resence

of phosphoric acid

is not required hut does enhance the performance of the catalyst.
From the extensive work devoted to the study of bismuth molybdate
catalysts, it
1n

the

compo~

appear~

that this catalyst functions most efficientlv

it ion range of

on the optimum

compo~ition

of 1/ll:>, 11 or 2/llS.

Bi/~lo

2/:1 to 2/1.

There is disagreement

for the catalyst - that of a

Bi/~lo

ratio

fn addition to the formation of acrolein,

several by-products are also produced in the oxidation of propylene
to acrolein over bismuth molybdate catalysts, such as carbon oxides,
pro n i on a l d c h y J l"' , a c c t a I J c hyde , prop i on i c , form i c , and ace t i c a c i d s .

After the discover,· of the bismuth molybdate catalysts, a
large numhcr of modi ficd bismuth molybdates \vcrc iln'estigated.
modified

cat~llysts \verc

derived from the basic Sohio catalyst

These
b~·

the addition of other components in an effort to improve the selccti vj ty of the

c~1taly~t.

Initi~•lly thc~c

moJificd catalrsts \verc

d c v e 1o p cd by t he a J d i t i on of a s i n g 1c add i t i v e , f o 1 l o ,,. e d by t he u ~ L"'

of more than one adJitivc.

Common ,,JJitivcs \vhich have been used

6

are P, Fe, Ni, Co, Sm, Ta, As, B, Si, V, Sb, Ba, and Te.
In addition to the bismuth molvbdate hased catalysts, many
other mixed metal oxide catalysts have been used 1n the oxidation
of propylene to acrolein.
system.

Pluta and Blasiak

One such catalyst is the tin-molybdenum
16

have investigated the oxidation of

propylene over such a system and have found that in the temperature
range of 31 0- ..L~0°C, the most effecti \'e catalyst composition occurs
at mo 1 y b d c n u m- t :i n rat i o s of S3 . 2 I 1 -:-I 7 and 6 3 . 5 I 3 6 . 5 \vi t h a con v e rsion of only

s·:) \,·jth a

La:ukin et al.

17

40-50'\ yield of 3crolein.

On the other hand,

rcnortcd a selectivity of 79% to acrolein oVer

catalysts h'ith mol,·bdenum to tin ratios of 1:9 and 9:1.
Tin-antimony oxide catalysts have also been used in the
oxid:1tion of propylene to acrolein.

Thi5 catal,·st has similar

properties to that of bismuth molybdates.
co-\,· or~c."\rs

18

For example, Lazukin and

ha\·c shown that over such a catalyst \vith a tin to

antirnonv ratio of 75:25, that a selcctivit,· to acrolein and acetaldehyde of

95~~

\-Jas obscrveJ.

Other antimony based catalysts used

in the oxidation of proprlcnc to acrolein are:

antimon:p-uranium

.
1 ~)
o:x1dcs
a 11<.l h 1. s mu t l1 - a n t .uno n y o x 1. LI c s ~0-~1 .

In the oxidation of nropylenc to acrolein, a significant
amount of acrylic acid has been produced over certa]n catalysts.
This and the discovery during the

l~ttc

l~)SO'st

that several catalysts

could he used to sclecti\'c}\· oxidi:e acrolein to acrvlic acid cncouraged many workers tn search for ~l cat:1lyst \d1ich '"oulJ vicld acrylic
acid directly from propylene.

7

Catalysts used in the production of acrylic acid are commonly
grouped into three categories.

Group I catalysts are mild oxidation

catalysts which are used for the production of acrolein from
propylene.

With these catalysts only a small amount of acrylic

acid is produced in conjunction with the acrolein.

Group II cata-

lysts give simultaneous production of acrolein and acrylic acid in
the oxidation of prop)·lene.

Catalysts which produce acrylic acid

from the oxidation of acrolein comnose group III.
The majority of catalysts in group II are derived from cobalt

molybdates.

Oxide comnounds of W, Te, Sb, Bi, Si, Fe, Sn, and Cu

h3ve been incorporated into the catalysts in order to increase the
sclcctivi ty tO\\·ard acrylic acid.
oxidation of

prop~:lcnc

It has been determined that in the

to acrylic acid, the atomic ratio of rnolyb-

denum to cohalt must he within

1.5-~.0

for sufficient production of
')7

'"1'7
1

a c r y 1 i c a c i J , \\' i t h t h c opt i mum occurring at a rat i o of 2--- - ~
1·or examp 1 c,

T:'

I sac\· an J .\t argo 11s
. ~ -t rcnortcLl t l1at over a

Co 6 ~lo 1~ Bi 0.5 Fc 0.5-1.0 0 x catalvst at -tOO o C"" and a contact time of
3.6 seconds, a mixture of S-7 \·olurnc

and 3lr'o steam resulted

111

0

o

of propylene, 63'-65°o air,

a propylene conversion of

98-99<~,

at

a cry 1 i c a c i d and a c r o 1 e i n y i c 1d s :; 0- :; 2 and 50- 55 l~ res p c c t i v e 1y .
~loJificcl hi~muth

catalysts.

molybdates arc ;1nothcr type of group II

Some of the various moJificrs used arc oxides of Fe,

P, Ag, Co, Ni, Sb, \\', Ti, Sn, V, B, and Tc.

Hirota and

'5

co-\-.rorker~-,

stud i cd t h c ox i d at j on o f prop y 1 c n L"' o v c r a cat a 1y s t con t a :i n i n g ox i J c s
of molybdenum, hi smuth, and v;tnad i urn at 400°C.

\\'i th a feed

8

c ornpo s it ion o f 15 ~o prop y 1 en e , 4 . 8 °o oxygen , 1 1 . 5% nitrogen , and 6 8 • 7%
steam, a propylene conversion of 12% was observed with selectivities
of 67% for acrylic acid and 34% acrolein.

Over these catalysts and

also cobalt molybdates, several hy-products are formed in addition
to acrolein and acrylic acid.

Some of these by-products are acetic

acid, acetaldehyde, carbon oxides, propionic acid, formic acid,
forrnaldchvde, and acetone.
Cobalt molybdates and bismuth molybdates have the disadvantage
that aero l ci n is coproduced ". i th acr:·: 1 ic acid.

There are several

group II catalysts \·;hich can produce acrylic acid with only traces
of acrolein as a side product.
significant by-product.

Ho~ever,

acetic acid becomes a

One of these catalyst systems contains

5-10°o arsenic pcntoxide, 10(1o niobium pentoxjdc (or tantalum pent•• J
)
. . . () moly hd cnum ox1. d e supporte J on Silica
. . 26 .
ox1uc
antl ~Oo

9'~

\"i th a mi xturc of

propyl enc,

to a c ry 1 i c a c i d o f up t o 2 0 mo 1 c

6S l~
~.

air, and 26°o steam, conversions

arc o b t a i ned in a s in g 1 e pass ,

t h c y i e 1d o f a c r;·l i c a c i J b c i n g a h out S0 mo 1 e

0

o•

Th c ma j or dis ad van-

tage in this catalyst system, is the tendency of the catalyst to
lose arsenic as ..\s..,O_
Juring scr\·ice, but bv
~)

~

As o'"T to the
2 .:>

addin~
~

feeJ, stahlc activity coulJ be maintaineJ for over 1100 hours.
A fc\,. c:1talysts \"hich do not fall

that

~r

c

t.l s

cd i n

t

h e ox i J at i on of

into the above categories,

prop~· 1 c n c

to a c ry 1 i c a c i d arc

derivatives of antimony-vanadium, tungstcn-vanaJium an<l molybdenumtellurium oxitlcs.

One• such catal,·st, a ~loTcNiCrSi

com h i nat j on i s c a p a b 1 c o f ox i d i :: i n g pro py I L~ n c a t a

(4:2:1:1:::?.5)
()

"'7 (I

I o

conversion

9

at 430°C to acrylic acid and acrolein with yields of 83% and 10%
respectively.
Groun III catalysts, useful for the conversion of acrolein to
acrylic acid, most commonly consist of mixed oxides such as, Mo-P,
~ 1o- Bi

,

Co-~ 1o

,

~to - V ,

Mo - Sb ,

~I o -

? ....1

For example, Honda et al.-

W,

~1 o - Cr

, .\1 o - T 1 , V- Cu , P- V , and W- P •

reported a 99% conversion of acrolein

over a ~to- Tl-Re ( 1:0. l: 0. 1) oxide catalyst at 31 0°C in the presence
o f s t cam \•.' i t h a s e 1 c c t i v it,. to a cry 1 i c acid of 8 5 ~o •
For the conversion of propylene to acrylic acid, it might
appear that a suitable catalyst could be formed bv the mixing of a
group I I I catalyst h'i th one of either group I or group I I.

In the

mixing of the clltalyst components, it is likel\· that a ne\-.r phase is
formed anJ hence
. l
OXllC

l1

nc\-.: (atalyst formed s1ncc the properties of

. 2 8 .,
cata 1ysts arc not a dd.1t1ve

In several patents, components

of group I and group III ha\·e been mixed,

\~ithout

slgnificantlr

impro\;ed selectivity.
In most of the processes \•;here acrylic acid is produced from
propylene, two catalysts arc used either in the same reactor or in
separate reactors.
gives gooJ yields of

B,\SP has developed a t\vo reactor system h'hich
~crylic

C3t3lyst consisting of a.

")9

:Jcid- .

~to-\\'-Te

The first reactor contains a.

oxide mixture supporteJ on steatite

(the loading of the catalyst is progressively increased from the
reactor to its exjt to

L~nh~1n(·c

the acti\·ity) in \\'hich a propylene-

air-steam mixture t1~0:1-l-lO:bb0 1/h) is con\·<:rted to acrolein.
acrolein

strc~nn

from the

fir~t

The

rc3ctor is fed to a scconJ reactor

10

1n which acrolein is converted to acrylic acid at 255°C over a
~to-\V-V-Fe

on steatite catalyst (also of increasing loading).

results in a

This

conversion per pass of 94 mole %, with an

prop~·lene

~-

acrylic acid yield of 60 mole

The use of a two catalyst system

in the manufacture of acrylic acid from propylene appears to be
preferred at present due to the lack of an ideal single catalyst

system

30-32

OxiJation of

c4

Olefins

The oxiJation of the four carbon olefins, 1-butene, 2-butenes,
and isobutcne, ha\'c been investigated over numerous catalysts
systems.

catal~·sts

The najori ty of these

in the oxidation of propylene.
carbon

olc··fin~

In general, the oxidation of the four

is less selecti\·c: than propylene oxidations.

nature of the nroJucts nroduced
is
.
anJ the structure of the olefin.

the n- butenes

are of the same types used

O\'cr

;1

The

function of the catalvsts used
.;

For exampLe, in the oxidation of

group f mi lJ oxidation catalysts, two types of

proJucts arc produced.

O\·cr bismuth-mol;.·bd3te catalysts, the n-

butcncs arc con\'crted selcctiYel,· to 1,3-butadienes, while cuprous

oxide

cat~lysts

oxidation

proJucc unsaturated aldehydes and ketones.

cat~lysts,

such as group II acrylic .:tcid catalysts,

ox i J i : c t h c n - h u t c· n c s t o ma 1 c i L~ ~1 n Jn ·d r i d c .

on oxidation is \·cry

Strong

~imi l~1r

Th e b c h ~ 1v i or o f

to that of propylene.

i sob u t c n c

Over mild

oxidation catalysts mcthacrolcin is produced, \-Jhi.lc methacrylic
acid is obtained o\·cr

~tronger

'Jxidation cataLysts.

The oxjJat ion of n-hutcnl"\S over bi~muth molvhJatc catalysts

11
has been the subject of numerous investigations.

Over these

catalysts, oxidative dehydrogenation occurs to produce 1,3-butadiene
very selectively even at high n-butene conversions.
co-workers

33

report~d
80-90~

selectivity at

Adams and

that at 460°C, butadiene was produced in 90%
1-butene conversion.

The 2-butenes are less

reactive than 1-butene; the trans isomer was found to be only 0.19
as reactive relative to 1-butene, while cis-2-butene is slightly
more rcacti\·c at

0.~6

relative to 1-butene

33-3-l

.

Along \-vrith

butaJicnc, a nurnhcr of hy-products arc formed, including 2-butenes,
furan, maleic anhydride, acrolein, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde,
acetone, meth:·l
.
acct1c,

_, f

~nu

eth~·l

ketone, methyl isopropyl ketone, malonic,

.
orm1c
ac1'd s ~3,~5-36 .

fn an ;tttcmpt to determine the reason for the differences in
the oxidation of
( \v h y

prop y 1 en e i

to butaJienc)
energjc~

1-butcne.

prop~·lcnc

s oxid i :

anJ n-butenes over bismuth-molybdenum

cJ to an

u n sat u rat cd a 1d e hyde

and n- but en e s

Scrchr~·~ko\· anJ co-\\·orkcrs 36 , determined the activation

for the formation of various products during oxidation of
The acti\·ation energies tkcal/molc) arc:

butadiene 13,

butene isomers -4.5, maleic anhydride 24, acrolein 25, CO, 35, and

acctalJchydc

~7.

Thus over bismuth molybdate catalysts, the

oxidative dehydrogenation of n-hutene is f0.vored over oxidation to
n carhon\·1 compound .

It is h'L'll accepted, that ~t temperatures of

..t00-S00°C, at h'hich most cat<tlyt ic oxidations occur, oxidative

dchydrogcnat ion hill prcJomi nate

OVL'r

the oxidation to carbonyl

compounds \-when permitted bv the olefin ~tructurc.

Thus, propylene

12

IS

converted into acrolein over bismuth molybdate catalysts since

its structure prohibits the formation of a diene.
~umcrous

catalyst systems have been found useful for the

conversion of the n-butenes to 1,3-hutadiene.

The majority of

these catalyst systems are of the same type used for the mild
oxidation of propylene, i.e., group I catalysts, excluding cuprous
oxide catalysts.

Of the catalysts that have been used, most are

bascJ on bismuth and molybdenum in h'hich various additives have
been

incorpor~tcd

to impro\'c the selecti\'ity of the dehydrogenation.

~ext

to the bismuth molybdates, antimony oxide containing catalysts

arc the most commonly useJ.

:\ numher of antimony oxide containing

c3talysts hnvc been in\·estigated in \,·hich the second metal is one of
the folloh·ing: \',Fe, Cr, Sn,
cnt:1ly~t

~i.

;1

~In,

and Co.

The most selective

system \\'as an antimony-iron oxide h'hile the most active
...

\\'as an

U,

n t i mo n \·-van :1 J i. u m ox i J c'

.

0 t h e r cat a 1y s t s y s t ems have be en

used in the oxid:1ti\·e dehydrogenation of n-butenes, including a
~8 , ac1. J.1c c1rom1a-a
I
.
1um1na
. 39 , an d
}
calcium-nicJ...el-chromium p1osp1atc
I

\' :1 r 1. o u s

f

. c r r 1. t c- b a s c d c a t a 1 \ · s t :- 40--L? .

O\·cr cuprous oxiJc catalysts, n-hutenes undc·rgo oxidation to
un~aturated

al dchydc's and ketones rather than

hutadicne.

Hearne anJ :\Jams ,

1

Jchydrogen~1t 1 on

sho\ved that over ~l

to

cuprous oxide

catalyst, 1-hutcnc anJ ~-hutcncs arC' oxidi :ed to metll\·l vinyl ketone.
The oxidation of n-hutcn0s o\'er

catalyst has

hcL\n

stuJicJ ln· ~1

:1

si 1 i tc supported cuprous oxide

number

of \\·orkers

43-46

.

Tn

the

presence of this catalyst, the oxid:1tion of 1-butcne and 2-hutene
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proceeds with a higher activation energy than the oxidation of
propylene (18 kcal/mole for n-hutenes and 12-13 kcal/mole propylene)
and yields a more diverse mixture of reaction products.

At a

n-btitene:oxygen:nitrogen molar ratio of 40:10:50 and a contact time
of

0.~5

seconds, the following products were observed: methyl vinyl
(50-63~

ketone

formed), crotonaldehyde (8-16%), acetone (2-17%),

mc thy 1 e t h y 1 k c tone ( 2- 12 °o) , a c r o 1e i n ( 3 - 9 °6) , met h y 1 vi n y 1 car bin o 1
(~-6~),

1,~-epoxybutane

t0.~-5~),

2,3-epoxybutane (0.3-4%),

1

butyra1dchyde (2--l' o), 1 ,3-hut3diene (l-3°o), and pro-pionaldehyde
(0. :- .9°o).

The yield of methyl vinyl ketone \-Jas higher from

1-hutene.
Cuprous ox j d e i s not t he on 1y k no h·n c at al y s t for the ox ida t ion
of n-hutcnc·s to
Cl:Irk and Shutt
cata1~·sts

uns~tur~tcd

-t-

ketones and aldehydes.

For example

have shOh'n that metal selenite anJ tcllurite

oxidi:e 1-butcne to methyl vinyl ketone and 2-butcnc to

crotonaldehydc.

T;:1n and co-horkcrs 48 , reported the formation o f

methyl ethyl ketone from n-hutcncs o\·er tin-molybdenum and cobalt
molybdenum catals~·ts ~t loh· temperatures (less than 300.°C).

At

135°C anJ in the prcscnec of ~: 1 Sn0,~1o0~ c~talyst, a vield of 85.3%

-

...

_

,,·as observcJ for mcthvl ethyl ketone at a 1-hutcnc conversion of

h'ith a 1-hutcnc conversion of l~.s~:,.

over the same

cat~1lyst,

<)r:, of

Tn the oxiJation of 2-butenc

methyl ethyl ketone \-v·as formed at

a 2-hutcnc convC'rsion of 4':, :1long \vi th significant amounts of
a c c t a 1d c h y d c ( 1 5 (~, ) and

~ cct

i c a c i d ( I R·~ ) .

Over th(~ 9: 1 Co

_o

~)

1 -MoO~

-t

.J
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catalyst, the butenes were oxidized less selectively and more slowly
thnn over the tin containing catalysts.

For example, 2-butene was

converted to methyl ethyl ketone (26.7% yield) at 233°C, declining
to 1~.3~ at 270°C with 2-hutene conversions of 2.5% and 6.7%,
respectively.

The !-butene isomer yield 60.8% of the ketone at

240°C, decreasing to 27.8% at 274°C with 1-butene conversions of
)
., 0
......... 0

and

5.~~

respectively.

The oxidation of the n-hutenes o\·er "strong" oxidation catalysts, such .1s a group II acrylic acid catalyst or a vanadium oxide
based batalyst, rest1lts in the production of maleic anhydride.
the oxidation of cis-2-hutene over a
on pumice catalyst at 3S0°C, Ai
ma 1 e 1 c

.1 n h y d r

phosphoru~,

~O~l at~~ cis-~-butcnc"

the beneficial action of

In

con\'ersion of 7tr6.

r 2o5

According to Ai

50

,

is the result of suppressing further
For example, at 500°C on pure

v2o5 ,

of the m3leic anhydride formed under \,·ent ('omplctc oxidation,

\oJhilc onlv

2'~~ w~1s

Bissot and Benson
maleic
92(~

reporteJ a selectivity to\\·ard

the selcctiYit\· to maleic anhvdride fell

oxidation of maleic .1nhydriJc.
25~,

2 5 (1:1.6 atomic ratio)

\'~0 -P o

i J c o f -l ~ 0v a t a c i_ s - ~ - but en c con\' e r s ion of 9 2 °a •

the absence of
to

49

5

In

:-~nhydridc

further oxidi:cd on a
51

r~o

5

cont~1ining

catalyst.

reported that cis-2-hutcnc ,,·as converted to

:Jt :1 yiclJ of ~s~~ ;~nd a cis-~-hutene conversion of

over a cobalt molybdate catal,·st at

lSU---l~S°C.

The 2-butcncs

are generally less react ivc than 1-hutenc.

llo,,·cvcr at -l00°C,

Av 1. ct sov an J co- \\'Or k- crs S2 report t'l l

convcr~

very similar.

' t
t11a

t t1c

•
1on
va 1 ucs W('re
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In addition to maleic anhydride, a number of other products
are obtained in the oxidation of the n-butenes to maleic anhydride.
These include n-butene isomers, butadiene, furan, carbon oxides,
water, acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, acrolein, crotonaldehyde, formic
. ac1. d , an d met h y 1 v1ny
.
1 k·etone 53 - 55 .
ac1. d , acet1c

Butadiene, croton-

aldehyde, and furan are generally considered the key intermediates
in the react ion

path\-.'a~·

to maleic

anh~·dride.

To gain further

insight into the pathhray of the oxidation of the n-butenes, various
\\'orkcr.s ha\·c carried out the oxidation of butadiene, crotonaldehyde,
and furan over these catalysts and have studied the effect of the
V3ri3tion of contact time inn-butene oxidations.

Based upon these

studies, the fo 11 oh·i ng rca ct ion pat hh·a~· can be proposed:
but c n e s _,. h u t ad i c n c -... c r o t on a 1d c h \' J c

1

crotonic
Due to the variety of

.

-+

furan

~cid

cataly~ts

~

maleic anhvdride

r

r

and reaction conditions employed,

exceptions in the oxidation of the n-butcnes to maleic anhydride
have been notc·J.

For example, Ostroushko and ot lH~rs ss .suggeste d

that in the presence of

formed from

r o -P~o

2 5

crotonaldch~·dc,

5

catalysts, maleic anhydride can be

omitting the furan stage.

This is

bel i cvcd to occur h}· the o:xi dati on of crotona ldch~·de to crotonic
acid which is furthl"\r oxidi:cd to maleic

anh~·dride

\..~ith the possible

intcrrncdi ate format ion of ·~-hydroxr-~-hutenoic acid lactone

55 56-59
'
.

5
According to Oelgrange and Blanchard R, maleic anhydride i~ obtained
from crotona IJchydc on I\. through the fur~n stage over a \'~05-~lo03
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cata 1yst.

Furt h ermore, A1.SO usggests t h at t h e oxidation of furan

is the principal step in determining the rate of formation of
maleic anhydride and the selectivity of the process.
appears that the reaction

path~ay

Although it

is unclear after crotonaldehyde

is formed, it is agreed that butadiene is formed initially and is
then oxidi:cd to crotonaldehyde.
T~ohutene

1n

is selectively oxidized over catalysts employed

the oxid3tion of propylene to yield methacrolein and methacrylic

acid.

The structure of isobutcnc prohihits the formation of a diene

by JchydrogC>nation so an allylic oxidation occurs, in which an

allyliL methyl group is o:xidi:ed to an aldehyde or carboxylic acid
function.

Group I acrylic acid catal~·5ts are commonly employed to

1
·
prouucc
mC>t l1acro 1 c1n.

r opov3 anu-

1

·crs

co-\~Or k

59

h ave reporte d t 11at

over a conpcr oxide catalyst, methacrolcin \·;as proJuced in yields

of

72~~.

The

~1JJition

of small amounts of gaseous additives such

as selenium Jioxidc, sulfur dioxide, and various halogenated hydrocarhons

h~\'C

been shoh·n to i ncreas c the s c l cct j vi ty of rnethacrol ein

in the oxiJation of i.sobutcnc oYer copper oxide catalysts

60-63

.

For example, in the oxidation of isohutcnc over a copper catalyst
at

-l00°C

"·ith an isobutcnc-oxygcn-nitrogen r3tio of 0.11:0.11:0.41

(moles/hr), mcthacrol<:'in \''as produced in a ,·ield of
isobutcnc con\·crsion of 20.1 1 ~.

~-l.Sl~

at an

Upon addition of a small amount of

t c t r a c h 1oro c t h y 1 c n c , t h c y i c 1d of mt~ t h a . . - r o 1e i n i ncr cas cJ to S 0 . ~
at an isohutcnc con\'crsion of ,:):".9°v.

0
0

This increase in selectivity

over copper oxide has been attri.butc·J to the ability of the modifier
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to suppress the further oxidation of rnethacrolein.
Bismuth molybdates are also useful catalysts for the oxidation
of isobutenc to methacrolein.

Adams

64

showed that over a Bi-Mo

catalyst at 460°C and an isohutene conversion o£70%, a 72% yield

~lalinowski 65 concluded that the optimum

of methacrolcin is produced.

conditions for the oxidation over a bismuth molybdate catalyst occurs
~ith

a catalvst
consisting of
.
~

steam mixture 1:1.9:4.5.
rncthacrolcin at

88.9~

Bi~0-·2Mo0~
._

,)

,)

and a isobutene-oxvgen.

This resulted in a 9:.1°6 selecti\'ity to

conversion of isohutene.

A number of other

catalyst systems similar to those used in the oxidation of propylene
to acrolein have also been in\·estigated.
In addition to methacrolcin, a number of other products are

often proJuccd.

Such products usually include acrolein, propion-

alJchyJc, ac0taldchyde, formalJchydC', carbon oxides, and ,,·ater.

Tsohutcnc can also be oxidj:cd to mcth.1crylic acid over
catalysts and conditions similar to those used for the oxidation of
propylene to acrylic acjd.
~ciJ

mcthacrylic
acil.
I

For

Direct

oxid~tion

of isobutene to

usually results in a mixture of the aldehyde and

cx~1mple,

lsac\· an J

. ~--~ reportc d t }1at over a

~targol1s

3.6 seconds, a mixture of S volume

0

o

.
isobutene, 6 5° a1r,
an d

stc.1m rcsultcJ in an isohutcnc conversion of

L)

95'~ h'ith

30'~

mcthacrylic

acid and mcthacrolcin )·iclds of 1~-l~V:, and 55-t,lr'o, respectively.
OxiJation of

Cs

Olcfins

The oxidation of five c3rhon olcfins over common oxidation

18

catalysts proceeds much less selectively than in the case of the
three and four carbon olefins.

Once again, the selectivity and

the types of products obtained are a function of the structure of
the olefin and the types of catalysts employed.
The five carbon monolefins can be divided into two groups:
the straight chain or normal pentenes (1-pentene, cis- and trans-2pentcncs) and the hranched chain or isopentenes (2-methyl-1-butene,

2-mcthyl-2-butene, and 3-mcthyl-1-butene).

Over mild oxidation

catalysts such as cunrous oxides and bismuth molybdates, the npentcnes undergo oxidation to various aldehydes and ketones and
oxidative dehydrogenation to pentadienes.
catal~·st

Over a stronger oxidation

such as vanadium pentoxide, the n-pentenes are converted

to a \'aril'ty of ox:·gcnatcJ compounds including aldehydes, ketones,
acjJs, epoxidcs, anhydrides, alcohols, and lo\,·er olefins.

thC'sc conditions, no pentadicncs arc produced.

Under

Similarly, the

isopcntencs undergo oxidat:ion to unsatu·rateJ aldehydes and ketones,
and JchyJrogcnation to isoprene (2-mcthyl-1,3-butadicne) over
cuprous oxides and bismuth mol,·hdntcs.

.-\ number of oxygenated

products :1rc oht0.inc'J from the ox1dati.on of the isopcntcnes o\·er a
vanadium pcntoxidc catalyst.
The oxidation of the diolcfin, l,.)-pent3Jicnc (pipcrylcne)
has h c en in\' c s t i gat cd o \' c r a n u mh c r o f

l'

ox ida t j on cat a 1y s t , 2 , 4 - p c n t ~• J i en :1 1

o h s c rv e d

ts

at a 1y .s t s .

Over a rn i 1d

,,r h i 1 e

t

h c use of

strongc·r oxidation catalysts lead to 2-furaldchyde or maleic
anhydride.
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Gorokhovatskii and co-workers

66

showed that over a cuprous

oxide catalyst supported on carborundum at temperatures between 280
and 360°C and residence times of 0.15 to 1.6 seconds, a mixture
of 1-pcntene and
products.

~-pentene

(59:41 v/v) was oxidized to a variety of

The main products consisted of 1-penten-4-one, ethyl

vinyl ketone, propionaldehyde, acrolein, 2,4-pentadienal, and 1,3-

and 2,3-pentadienes.

Small amounts of

~-pentenal

and trace amounts

of all other normal fi\'e carhon unsaturated aldehydes and ketones,

c 1-c 5

saturated aluchydcs, 4-butcnal, acetone, methyl ethyl ketone,

and methyl propy 1 ketone \,·ere also obs er\'ed.

In the oxidation of

1-pcntenc, the yields of ethyl Yinyl ketone, propionaldehyde, and
a c r o l c i n ". e r c cons i d c r a h l y h i g her .
O\·er bismuth mol:·hdatc:s at -l6l1°C, :\dams

35

reported that the

predominant react ion of the n-nentcnes \\·as the oxidative dehyJrogenation to pipcr:':lenc.

Unl

ik(~

the

dehvdro~cnation
.
..._

s e 1 c c t i Y i t y to pi per y l en e rap 1d l y d i mi n i shes
sian of 1-pcntcne.

at

bO~:,

of 1-butene, the

\~it h

inc rea s in g con v er-

For example, :1t a 1-pcntcnc conversion of 10°o,

con\'ers ion of 1-ncnt cnc.

:\ccorJ i ng to AJams

64

, this is

J

common feature of bismuth molybd:ltc cataly:cJ oxidation of olcfins
higher than the butcne5.

Tht~ cxpl~1nation

for

thi~

hchavior in\'olves

the inhibition of the reaction h\' the product piper;' lcne.

Adams

attributes this inhibition to the interference of the j.nhibitor with
oxygen chcmi sorption h'ld ch CLH1trol s the r[ltc determining step of the
react i on ; t h c a b s t r ~1 c t i on n f an ~ l 1v l i c h y d ro g en from a g 3 s -ph as e
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or physisorbed olefin by strongly chernisorbed oxygen atoms.
Butt and Fish

67

have investigated the oxidation of the n-

pentenes over a "strong" oxidation catalyst, a pumice supported
vanadium pentoxide.

Over this catalyst, cis- and trans-2-pentenes

behave identically while the oxidation of 1-pentene proceeds largely
via isomeri:ation to 2-pentene followed by oxidation of the latter.
The

activity and selectjvity of the reaction is strongly dependent

upon the life of the catalyst.

After about five hours of use, the

ca ta lys t shoh·cJ vastly d i ffcrent behavior.

The oxidation becomes

more rapid but much less selectiYe yielding at least fourteen
additional products.
The oxidation of 2-pentenc on a "ne,,·" catalyst (one with less
than fi \'e hours of usc) at 300°C and a contact time of 30 seconds
(based on total surface area of the catalyst) resulted in the formation of acetaldehyde lmajor product), propionaldehyde, acetone,
ethylene, propylene,
dioxide.

tran~-2,3-epoxypentanc,

After five hours of

useJ

1-pentene, and carbon

additional products such

as

methanol (in large amounts), ethylene· oxide, propylene oxide, 3rncthylhutan-2-onc,

2-methyl-~,3-cpoxyprop~nc,

trans-~,3-cpoxybutanc,

2-pentanone, 3-pcntanonc, cTotonaldehydc, butanonc, ethanol,
2-butanol, maleic acid, crotonic aciJ, and citra-conic acid \\'ere also
produced.
This unusual hchavi or 1 s attri. hut r·d to a change in the mechanism of the oxidation as
during the oxidation.

On

result of a modification of the catalyst

;1

:1

nc\v

catalyst, the oxidation occurs in

21
the absence of oxygen indicating that the oxidant is lattice
oxygen of the catalyst (a common feature of many heterogeneous
oxidation catalysts).

During the oxidation, the "new" catalyst

whicl1 is predominantly p0ntavalent vanadium is gradually reduced to
tetravalent vanadium.

When the latter attains a critical concentra-

tion, a phase change occurs resulting from a reaction of the
vanadium oxides with the pumice support (which contains sodium) to
gi\·c sodium vanadyl vanud3tc
not occur

111

68

Over this phase, the oxidation will

the absence of oxygen inJicGting that molecular oxygen

i s no\,· t h c act i \' e ox i Jan t .

Und e r t he s c con d it ions , the react ion

acquires a free radjcal-chain character \\·hich results in the

In the presence of cuprous oxide catalysts, the isonentenes
3rc either oxidi:cJ to carbonyl compounds, dehydrogenated to

isoprene, or both, depending upon the reaction conditions and the
1. so mc 1·

u n l l ergo 1. n g ox 1. Ll at 1. on .

Rc 1 en '

~'- 1 1

L'. •

ct a 1 .

69

a nu-~ 1), a d : l1 a b l 1. an d

.
CO-\vorkcrs -l s l1ave invest igatcJ the rcactiYity o f t l1e 1sopentenes
tow~rJs

oxidation and Jchydrogcnatjon.

the follo\\·ing order of reactivity
3-methvl-1-hutcnc

>

\~a~

In oxiJativc Jehydrogcnntion,
observed:

2-mcthyl-1-hutcnc :--

2-mcthyl-~-hutenc

while the rcnctjvity to\\·ard oxid:1tion to c:trbonyl compounds \\'as:
2-methyl-l-hutcne

">

~-mc·thyl-~-hutenc '>

Gorokhov~tt ski i and

l'O-\"ork.ers

70

3~mcthyl-l-butcnc.

h~n·c

i nvcst igatcd the oxidation

of mixtures of the isopentc.."nes l.)-methyl-1-hutene: 2-mcthyl-1-hutenc:
2-mcthyl-2-hutcnc r:1tios of 8: l<):7<) and 93:3.5:3.5) o\·cr n cuprous

22

oxide catalyst at temperatures between 314 and 361°C.

The main

products were carbon dioxide, jsonrene, acetone, 2-ethyl propenal,

and 3-methyl-3-hutene-2-one.
2-methyl-3-hutenal, and
also formed.

Small amounts of acrolein, rnethylketene,

3-methyl-~-hutenal,

It was thought that

~-ethyl

and 2-methyl-2-hutenal

propenal and 3-methyl-3-

butenc-2-one were probably formed from 2-methyl-1-butene and
2-mcthyl-~-butcne,

\~hile

3-methyl-2-butenal \'las formed from both

3-mcthyl-1-butcne and 2-mcthyl-2-hutene.
O\·cr

bi~muth

molybdates, the isoncntenes undergo isomerization,

oxidative dehydrogenation, and oxiJation to unsaturated aldehydes.
According to :\dams

35 64
'
, over hi smuth molybdate at 460°C, 3-methyl-

1- hut en c i s ox i J i : ed t o i so!) rene and 2 -met h: ·1 en e- 3 -but en a 1 .
simil~r

Under

cnnJitions. isoprene, 2-methyl-2-hutenal, 3-methyl-2-butenal,

anJ 2-methylcnc-3-hutcnal \\'as obtaincJ from

2-methyl-~-butene.

oxjdat ion of 2-methYl-1-butenc produced isoprene,·
hutcnal, and 2-ethyl proncnal.

The

2-meth~·lenc-3-

The follo\\fing reaction scheme (in

Figure 1) can he cn\'isioncd for the oxidation of the isonentenes on
bismuth

mo1ybd~1tc.

Isoprene is formed at a much faster rate
th:1n unsaturated aldehvJcs from the isopcntencs.

branched allyl ic methyl group
formation.

[t

been found

ft~om

is

~•lso

:1ppc~1rs

Furthermore, a

to he necessary for aldehyJc

interesting that no unsaturated ketones have

thP oxidation ovC'r bismuth molyhdatc, although they

are formed ovpr cuprous ox i dl'.
Adams has shown that 1 ike the nxid;1tion of the n-pcntenes over
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TH3

Cll ...
I

~

CH"?-C-Cli=CH..,
.) I

CH =C-CH -cH
2
2
3

...

II

CliO J?
I
CJi_-C=Cif-CH ...
.)
~

CIL.
I

:>

CH . . -C=CH-CHO
.)

CHO
t

CH 7 =C-CH'1-CH . .
-

CliO
I

Cll.., =C- CII=CII ')

~-l~~
co,

Figure 1.

React ion ~chcmc fnr the ox id~tt ion of the i~oncntcncs
on hi~muth molYhd~ttc'.

,)
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bismuth molybdate, inhibition hy the reaction products also occurs
1n

the oxidation of the isopentencs.

This inhibition is more severe

1n the case of the isopentenes due to the type of products obtained
(isoprene and aldehydes).

The aldehydes produced are much more

strongly adsorbed (roughly two orders of magnitude) than the diene,
resulting in a greater degree of inhibition.

Thus, 3-methyl-1-butene

which produces onl)· isoprene as the initial product is only moderately inhibited \vh] le 2-rncthyl-1-hutcnc h·hich produces a small amount

of unsaturated aldehyde as initial products, is severely inhibited
and the selectivity is reduced substantially.
the

~-mcthyl-1-butcnf:

At conditions where

conversion \\ould be expected to be 80%, the

act u :1 1 con\' c r s ion i s on 1y 6 °o •
In the presence of the "strong'' oxiJation catalyst, vanadium

pentoxiJe. Butt and f-'ish-;-

1

ha\'e sho\\·n that the isopentenes undergo

oxidation :1nd isomcri:ation.

Over a pumice supported vanadium

pen tox i Jc cat al ys t at a temperature range of ~00 to <-l-00°C \,·i th a
contact time of 33.6 seconds

(b~1sed

upon the total surface area of

the catalyst), the isopcntcnes isomcri:c to
follo\\·eJ hy the oxidation of the latter.
arc c h a r act c r i s t i c of ox y g c n

~l J d i t i

sequent c I eavagc of th:1t bonJ.

on

Above

~l t

2-mcthyl-~-butene

The nwin products formed
t

h c do u b 1e bon J and sub-

~-H1°C,

the main products \\·ere

aceta lJchydc, acetone, :>-rncth~·I hut ~111- 2-otH', 2, 3-epoxy-2-methyl butane,
with small amounts of propylene, ethylene, butanone, n-hutyraldehydc,
and unspecified

c10

hvdrocarhons.

The highest yields of acetalJchydc

(62.5°o) and acetone- {4.:1.5':1) \vcre> ohtained at 350°C, \-Jhcrcas the
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highest yield of 2,3-epoxy-2-methylhutane occurred at 300°C.

Unlike

the oxidation of the n-pentenes at similar conditions, the nature

of the isopentene oxidation does not change significantly with
catalyst age.

Over this catalyst, the mechanism appears to involve

lattice oxygen as the active oxidant.
Popova and others

59 72-74
'
have reported that over copper oxide

catalysts containing the oxides of certain heavy metals, piperylene
could he selectively oxiJi:ed to 2,--l-pentndienal.
\<Jere

The oxidations

conJuct cd in the t cmrera ture range of .:l00-<41 0°C and contact

times beth·een 0.9 and
copper oxide cat a 1YSts
copper oxide

catal~·st

seconds in the presence of silit supported

~.0
\-Ji

th or \,·i thout additives.

Over a pure

CuO contant), the selectivity to 2,--l-

(0.3~

pcntaJicnal \.;as lo\,. l3S.lo._, at pipcrylenc conversions of 5.4°o).

With

the aJJitjon of molyhJenum to the catalyst, the selectivity increased
to 57. 7~, at a con\·crsion of 9.
\"as that of a l.

5(~

-;-'~.

The best catalyst system studied

copper oxide with adJed molybdenum and tungsten

oxides ( 1- 2°n of the copper ox ide content).
contact time of 2.0

second~,

a mixture of piperylene, oxygen, and

njtrogcn (1: 1.6: 1.8--l) resulted in
at a

2,--l-pent:1Jicn~1l yield

Over this catalyst at a

~

pipcrylcne conversion of 10.3°o,

of 6:1.2°o.

over this c ~t a 1yst \..:ere found to he at

The optimum reaction conditions
~ t cmper~turc

range of --lOO to

410°C, a contact time of (1.~1 seconds, and a feed gas composjtion of
lS-20~,

piperylcnc, 25(:, oxygc·n, :1nJ 60-Ss~:, nitrogen.

At these

conditions, a maximum \'iclJ of the ~llJch:·Jc approached 75':,, \''ith the
remaining by-proJucts consisting of acetaldehyde, carbon dioxide and
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water.
According to Popova et al.

73-74

, the selective oxidation of

piperylene to 2,4-pentadienal occurs over a copper catalyst containing both cupric and cuprous oxides.

The diene is thought to be

adsorbed on cuprous oxide via the allylic methyl group and undergoes
oxidation to the dienal.

The competing reaction, 1n which the diene

is adsorbed at one of the douhle bonds, occurs on cupric oxide and
results in complete combustion to carbon dioxide and water.

The

addition of the oxides of molyhdenum and tungsten is believed to
imprO\'C the selectivity by increasing the energy of activation for
the formation of carbon dioxide.

The role of the heavy metal oxides

is believed to function hy blocking the more energetically active
sections of the cupric oxioc surf[lcc formed during preparation of the
catalyst.

The :1dJition of the additives fails to affect the forma-

tion of the Jicnal

sin~..:c

it proceeds on cuprous oxi.de which is

formed during the time of the

~..:atalYtic

reaction itself.

In the presence of a catalyst containing oxides of mol\·bdenum,
copper, arsenic, anJ tellurium (25:8:4:1) supported on silicon
carb 1Jc

( S.

~

\\'t

~~)

,

Vrhos k i and Sh cchLun

is oxidl:ed to 2-furaldchvdc.

Over

75

ha vc shown th.1t pi pery 1 cne

this c3t:1lyst at

t i me o f 7 . '2 s e con d s , and ~1 f l~ c d con t a i n i n g 7 . :; v o 1ume

20.9°o oxygen,

0

~S.R o

nitrogen :1nd ·LV:,

obtained at a selectivity of
Yom~moto

and co-\..·orkcrs

stC(llll,

~SSoC,
0

o

a contact

p i p cry 1 en c ,

2-furaldchydc \vas

2(1.5 \"t ~l.

76

h3vc rcport<?d that over a vanadium

molybdate catalyst, pipcrylcnc, cyclopentcnc, 1-pentcnc, and a five
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carbon fraction of cracked naptha was oxidized to maleic anhydride.
The maximum yields obtdined at optimum reaction conditions, from

piperylenc, cyclopentcne, 1-pentene, and the five carbon naphtha cut,
were 35, 40, 15, and 29 mole % respectively.
et al.

77

Subsequently, Ikawa

have obtained a patent on the use of vanadium molybdate

catalysts (7:3

v o -~o0 )

2 5

3

for the oxidation of piperylene or a

piperylene rich feed to maleic anhydride.

\\~en

a feed of air and

1 °o hydrocarbon fraction containing 48°o piperylene, 6qo cyclopentadiene,
0

9°o cyclopcntcnc, and 3<-l u par::tffins

at a t em p c rat u r e 1 e s s than 4 -l 0 a C , a --l ~
\•;as

ohta ined.

Another patent

78

0

o

y i e 1 d of rna 1 e i c anhydride

has been issued for the oxidation

of piperylcnc to maleic anh\·dride.
a

passed over such a catalyst

\\'35

This patent describes the use of

cat.1lyst contajning oxides of vanadium, phosphorus, and lithium

( l. 5 P a nJ l). 5 L i per \'I .
-q

r:ina lly 1\rylova and co-h·orkers' ~ have reported a study in
\\hich oxygen contain1ng compounds formed during the catalytic

oxidation of piperylcnc to malejc anhydride \\·ere identified by

m:1ss spectroscopy and gas chromatography.
iJcntjfieJ include
a-inJenonc,

cjtr~1conic,

cinnamalJchyJc~

coumarjn, methyl

coum~1rin,

Some of the by-products

Jimcthylmalcic, and phathalic acids,

methyl

cinn~nna1dchydc,

phthalide,

isocoumarin, hcn:ophcnone, fluorenonc,

mcthylfluorcnnnc, and anthraquinone.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Oxidation Apparatus
The oxidation apparatus consisted generally of a vaporizerprcheater section, a tubular reactor, and a product recovery and
A diagram of this apparatus is shown 1n Figure 2.

separation section.

The vapori::er-prcheater section, \•;hich consisted of a two

st3ge
1/~

~team

generator and a preheator element, was constructed of

inch di3metcr 316 stainless steel tubing.

The steam generator

was made up of a vertically mounted eight inch section of tubing
(stage one) at tach c~c.l to a seven inch sect ion (stage t\-¥0) via a 316
stainless steel "T., connector (S\·;agclok).

"T''

was

~l;~r~h

connected a pressure gauge

Instrument Comr.1ny).

To the other end of the

(~tastcrgauge

Type 100-M-monel,

Water from a syringe pump \.;as fed to a

water injector located in tl1c steam generator (stage one) via a 1/8
inch teflon line.

The injector consisted of a three inch section

of 1/8 inch stainless steel tubing to

\~hic.h

one end \\as connected a

I 1/2 inch long hypodermic needle (gnuge 25).

This end \vas connected

to the stc:lm generator (stugc one) hy a 1/8 inch to 1/-+ inch stainless steel connector

(Swagclo~).

The other end of the injector \vas

attachcJ to the teflon line from the s!·ringc pump.

The nurposc of

this injector was to minimi:c flash vopori:at1on effects of the
stcnm generator.

The two scctjon.s of the steam generator \vere

electrically heated by ft20 asbestos insulatcJ nichrome \\'ire.

Each

section of the steam generator \tJas \-irappc·d \vi th the nichrome \virc

pressure
gauge

""'

steam
generator
(stage
one)

+

preheat or

stearn 1generator
(stage t\-:o)

I

inlet

di ene

Figure 2.
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over a layer of asbestos tape folloHed by more tape, a second layer

of wire, and insulated with annroximately 1 1/2 inches of asbestos
cloth.
The outlet of the steam generator (stage two)lead into a
stai nl es s steel "T 11 connector which \vas attached to the preheater
The preheator consisted of a five inch length of tubing

section.

which was heated hy nichrome w1re similarly to that of the steam
g c ncr at or .

Th c o t her end of t h e "T" v.,r as the in 1 e t for the air and

vapori:ed hydrocarbon feed.
Air was introduced through a Kendall

tor to a Kontes 2C-G-6 rotameter.

The

~1odel

10 pressure regula-

exit of the rotameter lead to

a 316 stainless steel ,T" connector \d1ich served as the vapori:er for

the hydroc3rhon feed.

The hydroc3rbon feed \\'as delivered to the "T"

connector from a syrj ngc pump ,.i a a 1/8 inch teflon line.
\~as m3intaincd at

~5°( \vith an electrical heating

tape.

The "T"
The exit

of this "T" connector lead to the inlet of the preheater.
The temperature of

c~ch

monitored \~ith thcrmocounlcs.

section of the vapori:::er-preheater

\~as

The thL'rmocounles were placed 1n

thc-rmo\vc-11 s constructed of 1/S inch copper tubing anJ placed bcth·een

the

1/~

inch tubing

~nd

the first layer of asbestic tape.

The syringe pumps employed for the delivery of water anJ
hydrocarbon feed were St:1gc Instruments model 355 varjable floK

syringe pumps.

Hamilton Gas-Tite glass syringes with Teflon-coated

plungers \vcrc used for the hydrocarbon feed (SO cc) and \vater (:20 cc).
The reactor cons i stc·J of a four inch 1 c·ngth of 0. 303 inch
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inner diameter 304 stainless steel threaded pipe.

The reactor was

mounted in the center of a furnace and the inlet and exit of the
reactor was extended to the ends of the furnace by means of two 5
inch lengths of

1/~

inch diameter stainless steel tubing attached to

the reactor by means of reducing adapters (Swagelok).

The outlet

extension was attached to the reactor exit line which consisted of
a seven inch section of

1/~

inch diameter stainless steel tubing.

The exit line which lead to the scrubber was heated in the same
manner as the vapori:er-preheater and the temperature was also
monitored by a thermocouple.

The reactor heating was accomplished

and controlled by a Lindberge Single-Zone 1010°C tube furnace (model
54031) equipped

~ith

a solid state digital temperature controller

(type 2200, model 5934--l).

The thermocouple detecting element of the

contra ll er h·as rcpos it ion(•d to the outs ide surface of the reactor
for improYeJ temperature control.
reaction ,.,•as removed by a flo,,· of
line mounted

1n

\\~1cn

~ir

required, the heat of

provided h,· n 1/4 inch copper

the exit end of the furnace.

Temperature monitoring of the reactor was accomplished h·ith
aid of three thermocouples attnchcJ to the outside of the reactor
tube by means of ashestic tape.
In the product recovery and s epa ration section, a

w~1t er

scrubber, consistjng of a ten inch length of 3/--l inch diameter
pyrex tuhing closed

~tone

end and

att~tched

to a'$ 19/22 threeh·ay

connecting tube, \vas immersed in a watc·r hath which \vas heated by a
GCA/Prccision Scientific Porta Temp immersion hc.1tcr.

The bath
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temperature was maintained at 45°C to 1nsure that any
hydrocarbons would not condense 1n the scrubber.
scrubber consisted of

a

c5

or lower

The inlet of the

13 inch section of 1/8 inch stainless steel

tubing fitted in a #2 rubber stopper which extended into the scrubber
and was attacl1ed to the reactor exit line by way of a 90° connector.

The exit of the scrubber consisted of a 12 inch section of 1/4 inch
diameter tygon tubing fitted to a
septum in chich samples \-:ere
bon

dr~Hvn

~2

rubber stopper and leading to a

for the analysis. of the hydrocar-

From the septum a four inch section of 1/-+ inch tygon

strc3m.

tubing._ lead to

a

50 ml filter flask nacked
with four millimeter
.

diameter glass beads.

This flask served to condense any remaining

water vapor in the hydrocarbon stream.

The exit of this trap lead to

the hydroc:1rbon trap via a eight inch length of 1/4 inch tygon
tubing.
The hyJrocarbon trap consistcJ of a 63 inch section of l/4 inch

diameter copper tubing \dlich \\·as coiled to a diameter of three inches.
One end of this tubing h·as attached to a copper "T" connector

(S\vagelok) while the othl"r end
tcr flask.

\\3S

connected to the exit of the fil-

Another cnJ of the' "T" connector

\\J3.S

attached to a one

inch section of 1/-l inch copper tubing \d1ich was inserted in a HI
rubber stopper fitted to a 2S ml Erlenmeyer flask.
end of the "T"

\v~s

The remaining

attached to a seven inch length of 1/4 inch

copper tuhing \vhi.ch scrvcJ .1s the exit.

This trap w~s mounted in a

Oc\"ar flask containing cth~1no I \\'hi ch \v:l.s rna i nta i ned ~lt -SOoC by a
refrigeration unit (FTS Systems, lnc.).

The exit of the trap lead
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to a septum, where samples were drawn for carbon dioxide analysis,
via a six inch section of 1/4 inch tygon tubing.
the septum exited into

a

The other end of

hood.

Total gas flow of the hydrocarbon stream and carbon dioxide
stream was determined by a GCA/Precision Scientific wet test meter
inserted in the gas streams after the sample ports.

This necessi-

tated the sampling of one stream at a time while its flow rate was
measured and repositioning of the wet test meter for sampling of the
other stream.
All thermocouples utili:ed were Type J (iron-constanan) and

temperature moni taring

\~as

accompl ishcd with

a

Fluke 2100A 10-Channel

Digital Thermometer.
for the \'arious heating elements

PoNer

\~as

supplied by individ-

ual variable transformers.
Analytical
Analysis of all reaction products was performed by gas chromatography.

ThL" oxygenated products (those products collected b,· the

water scrubber) lverc analy:ed on a six foot length of 1/8 inch
0 ut

s i d c d i am c t e r s t a i n 1 c s s s t c e 1 t u h i n g

r a(' k eJ

\\' i t h 1 0

(ll)

s r- 1 2 0 0

(Supc l co, I ncorpora t cd) and l '~ 11 PO on acid -h'ashed Ch romosorh W,
3 4

80/100 mesh.

The column \vas mountcLl in a llc\vlett-Packard model

5710A gas chromatograph equipped \~ith ~l flame-ioni:ation detector,

a 5706/\ Jual d-ifferential

clectromctct~,

and a Linear Instruments

integrnt]ng chart recorder (model 252/\/rnm).

The column was initially

condit]oncd for one Jay ~1t l~lS°C \vi th a helium carrie1' flow rate of
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20 ml per minute.
Analysis of the oxygenated product samples were carried out
using a temperature program

\~hich

initially held the G.C. column

at 60°C for a period of four minutes, then increased the temperature
at a rate of 8°C per minute to 180°C, this temperature being maintained until all peaks had eluted.

The injector temperature was

A hcl iurn gas flo'~ of 20 rnl per minute,

250°C and the detector 300°C.

hydrogen fl O\oJ of 20 ml per minute, and air flO\\' of 80 ml per minute
were utili:ed.
Analysis of the aqueous solution from the scrubber (oxygenated
products) lead to severe ghosting problems.

To eliminate this

di fficu1 ty an extraction procedure \'4·as employed in preparing samples
of the oxygenated products.

:\t the end of a run, the solution in

the scrubber h·as Ji luted to .25. 00 rn1 and added to a 60 rnl separatory
funnc 1.

Onl"

~.

funnel, shaken,
ml.

00 ml port ion of J i ch loromcthane \'4'3S added to the
clichloromcth~•nc

layer removed, and diluted to 2.00

A 1.00 ~d sample of this solution \•;as used for the analysis and

\"as taken with a llamj I ton

701-~\\'l~

10 ~ 1 glass syringe.

samp 1 c i nt roduct ion, the syr1 ngc was ri nscd

rcpc~tcd ly

After each

\vi th dich lora-

methane and cleaned with ~1 llamilton syringe clc.:1ner Plodcl 76610).
Typically, the oxygen~1ted product samples acquired during a
run proJuccd a large number of peaks.

Thr· diverse numhcr of peaks

encountered in the various oxid~1t ion runs arc given in Table 1.
Comparisions of the retention times for v~trious standards h'ith this
d.:1tn and the usc of internal standards lead to the peak iJcntitics

Retention

4.25

6

23

21
22

20

14
15
16
17
18
19

13

12

0

0

6.80
7. 1 0
7.30
9. 10
9.80
10.30
10.40
10.75
10.85
11.10
11.35
11 55
11 90

5.-10

5.70
5.85
6. 15

7

8
9
10
11

3.15

2.70

3.45
3.95

1.80

T1mc (min)
-------

1
2
3
4
5

Peak Numher

45

mc.~jor

46

44

varjahlc

variable

43

42

?,7
38
39
40
41

34
35
36

32
3:;

28
29
30
:; 1

27

26

25

24

Peak Number

tre~ce

trace
trace
variahlc
variahlc
varL1hl e
trace
trace
variable
minor
trace
major
trace
trace
variahle
trace
trace
trace
variable
trace

Peak Size

0

(min)

26.45

20.40
20.70
20.90
22.00
22.70
23.55
24. 10
25.60

19.05
19.65

18025
18.70

18.00

14035
15025
l5o75
l6o60
17.30
17.65

13.05
13. 15
14 OS

Time

Retention

Peak Retention Times For Oxygenated Reaction Products

TARLE I

major
trace
variable
trace
trace
variable
trace
var:inhle
trnce
trace
trace
variable
variable
variable
varinb1e
variable
varLnble
trace
trace
trace
trace
trace
trace

Peak Size
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A sample of 2,4-pentadienoic acid was prepareu by a

1n Table II.

modification of the procedure presented by Glushkov and Magidson 80 .
The 2,4-pentadienal standard was synthesi:ed by a modification of
the procedure developed by Woods and Sanders

81

.

Standard samples of 2,4-pentadienal for the construction of
a calibration curve for the conversion of chromatogram peak area to

molar quantities were prepared in the following manner: aqueous
solutions of

2,~-pentadienal

at various concentrations, stabilized

with 0. 40°o hydroquinone, were extracted and chromatographed by the
method previously described for the oxygenated samples.

Linear

regression analysis of the calibration data yielded a straight line,
with a correlation coefficient greater than 0.99.
To

maint~1in

the response of the flame-ioni:ation detector, so

that, the calibration cur\'c
chlorobcn:cn~

\~as

not affected, standard samples of

were tlsed to provide a reference for detector response

adjustment.
Analysis of the hydrocarbon stream \\'as accomplished on a 25
foot length of l/8 inch outside· diameter stainless steel tubing
packed \\iith lS 0o B,G ... -OxydipropionitrilL"\ (Supclco, Incorporated) on
ac io-\\"asheJ

Chromasorh W, 80/ I 00 mesh.

llewlctt-Packard model S710A

The

column \vas mounted 1n a

gas chrom~1tograph.

initially conditioned at 70°C for

t\\"O

The column

\\'a..S

days :1t ~~helium carrier flo\v

rate of 30 ml pPr minute.
The hydrocarbon samp l cs \~ere an~1l~·:cd at 25°C with an injector
temperature of 25°C ;1nd detector temperature of 200°C.

A helium gas
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TABLE II
Peak Identities for Ox\·genated
Reaction Products
, ....

Peak

~umher

Identitv

11

1,4-pentadienal

lS

2-furaldehyde

10

acrvlic acid

30

2,4-pentadienoic acid
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flow of 20 ml per minute, hydrogen flO\oJ of 20 ml per minute and air
flow of 80 ml per mi nut c

\-Jere

utilized.

Sample sizes of 0.50 cc were used and \vere taken \vi th a Stylex
Tuberculin 1.00 cc syringe.

Typically, the samples taken during an

oxidation run produced a series of peaks given in Table III.
Comparison of the retention times for various standards with this
data anJ the use of internal standards lead to the peak identities
given 1n Table IV.
For the conversion of chromatogram peak areas to molar
quantities, standard mixed samples of 2-methyl-2-butene (Eastman),
cyclopentcnc (J. T. Baker), cis-1,3-pentadiene (Fluka AG, Buch SG),
and tr.J.ns-1,3-pcnt.J.Jiene (Aldrich) ,,·ere prepared as follo\vs: the
desired quanti tics of 1 iquiJ samp 1 cs of the four hvdrocarbons '''ere
injcctL")J into a gas sample flask (158.8 ml) fitted with a rubber
septum ,,·h ich

h~H.l

previously been flus hcd '"it h air.

Vapori ::at ion and

mixing ,..·ere facilitated by a stirring bar previously placed in the
g~s

sample flask.
Standard

s~mplcs

of cyclopcntcnc vapor were utili:ed as a

reference for detector adjustment to maintain the response of the
flamc-ioni:ation Jctcctor so that the calibration curves \verc not
a ffcct cd.

Analysis of the pipcrylcne feed material us1ng the described
method gave the follo\vinr, results shown in

T~1hlc V.

Analysis for carbon JioxiJc '~as pcrformcJ on a 50 foot 22~,
Bis (2-Ethoxycthyl) Schacatc ~~ S~~ Ris (2-Ethoxyethyl) t\dipnte on
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TABLE III
Peak Retention Times for Hydrocarbon Stream
Retention
Time (min)

Number

Peak

Peak Size
trace
variable
minor
major
major
major
variable

5,60
6.40
7.01

1
I

3
..l
5

9.~:;

10.89
1 ~. 1 ~
16.38

6

7

TABLE IV
r():lk

Peak

~umber

lJcnt i tics for llvdroLarbon Stream

I dent it~·

1

3
4
5
6
7

.2-methyl-2-butenc
cyclopcntene
trans-1,3-pcntadicne
cis-1,3-uentadiene
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TABLE V
Composition of Piperylene Feed

Component
2-mcthyl-:-butcne
cyclopcntcnc
trans-1,3-pentadienc

cis-1,3-pcntadicne

% Composition (wt. %)
1. S<Jo
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Chromosorb P, 45/60 mesh, 1/8 inch stainless steel column.

The

column was mounted in a Sargent Thermal Conductivity gas chromatograph,
model A9231, equipped with a Linear Instruments integrating chart
recorder (model 252A/mm).
two days.

TI1e column was conditioned at 150°C for

A helium carrier gas flow of 11 ml per minute was used.

A column temperature of 35°C was used with an injector temperature of
65°C and a detector temperature of 70°C.
Carbon dioxide samples of 0.50 cc si::e were utilized in the
analysis and \vere taken h'ith a Stylcx Tuberculin 1.00 cc syringe.
St3ndard samples of carbon dioxide used in the preparation of a
ca 1 i brat ion cur\·e \\·ere prepared in the following manner:
sample bottle fitteJ
scaled.

~ith

a gas

a rubher septwn was flushed with air and

A volume of gas equal to the quantity of carbon dioxide

stantl.:1rd (Airco, Inc.,

9~Y~)

to be used h'as withdrawn from the sample

bottle, follo\·;cd hy injection of the standard into the bottle via a
llami 1ton Gas-Ti te syringe.

~-lixing hras

performed by a stirring bar

previously placed in the sample bottle.
To maintain the response of the thermal conductivity detector,
so

th~t,

the calibration curve

\\·as

not affected, 0.50 cc samples of

air \verc used to provide a reference for detector response adjustments.
Catalyst Preparation
The supported catalysts utili:ed

Ill

this project were prepared

by t h c inc i pi c n t \v c t n c s s mc tho J , \\' h i c h p ro v i des that t h c act i v e

metals arc deposited in the' porcs of the supports for maximum surface
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area.

In this method, metal salts are dissolved in a solvent of

sufficient amount to saturate the support without leaving any free
liquid, followed by impregnation of the support with the solution, and
drying.

Deionized water was used as the solvent in the preparation

of the various catalysts.

The wet point of the supports, the point

at which the support is saturated with solvent, was determined by the
slow addition of deionized water or metal salt solution to a measured
quantity of support until free liquid appeared.

The wet point of

the supports \'arieJ depending on the metal salt and the concentration
of solution used.

For preparations of catalysts with loadings

grPatcr than four per cent by weight, the wet point was determined
~ith

a solution of the metal salt.
The supports useJ :in catalyst preparation were activated

alumina, 8-14 mesh
mesh,

gr~1de

(~tatheson

Coleman anJ Bell) and silica gel, 6-16

OS (~fathcson Colcnwn and Bell).

The supports were dried

at l20°C overnight prior to usc.
A general procedure for prcp~1r~1tion of the supported catalysts

is as fo 11o\-.rs:

the desired :1mount of metal sa 1t \vas dissolved in a

suitable quantity of water and w0s adJcd .slowly to the proper amount
of support
cat~ 1 y s t

h' i

t h

r ~1 p i J s t 1 r r i n g .

\vas d r i e d

parat]on of

th'O

:1 t

i\ f t e r aJ J it i on of t h C' so 1u t ion , t h c

1 ~ 0 ° C over n j g h t .

Typ i c a 1 ex amp 1 c s of the p r c-

si 1 ica supported catalysts arc given below.

A copper catalyst supportc·d on s i l ic0 gel \vas prepared by the
slow addition of

:1

solution consisting of 3.5063 grams of
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Cu(N0 ) ·3H o (Fisher Scientific Company) and 0.0192 grams of
2
3 2
(NH )

4 6 ~·1o 7 o 24 ·-lH 2 0

(~Iallinckrodt

Analytical Reagent) dissolved 1n

25.0 ml of W3ter to 76.9 grams of silica with rapid stirring.

mixture was dried at 120°C overnight.
atomic ratio of Cu

133

Mo

1

The

This preparation gives an

at a 1.21 weight per cent metal content.

A silica gel-supported cobalt molybdate catalyst was prepared
by adding a solution consisting of

8.23~1

grams of

Co(~0~)
.)

d i s so 1 v i n g in 2 5 . 0 m1 of

\,~at

c r to 5 .{ . 8 grams of s i 1 i c a with rapid

Co ~to

1

ing a catalyst \,·i th an atomic ratio of
\oJ

7-

·6H 0

The resulting mixture was dried at 1~0°C overnight yield-

stirring.

by

-7

2 at

a 12.9 per cent

c i g h t met a 1 con t c n t .
The unsupport cd cabal t mo 1yhdat e catalyst \\'as prepared in the

3~. 3 ml of

6

7 2

a mixture of ~9. 5 grams of (NH ) ~to o ~ • 4H 0 and

fo 11 owing manner:

4

\\atcr \vas heatcJ to 65°C and fil tcred.

2

This solution

was aJdcJ to 2--1.3 grams of Co(I\O_)..,·b11 1 0 in 29.-l ml of water.
.)

active component

w~ls

-

....

The

prcc:ipitateJ by the addition of 26.7 ml of a

1--l.O per cent by \,·eight :nnmonium }n·Jroxidc solution at S0-60°C.

The precipitate \~~s filtered upon cooling, washed h'ith water (100 ml),
and tlricJ at l20°C for four hours.

The dried precipitate w~1s broken

up JnJ sieved to approxim:1tely 10 mesh.
cat a 1y s t

\v a s Co

1

~ 1o

2

The ~tomic r:1ti.o of the

.

Th e p roc c d u r c us e J i n c :1 1 c i 11 i n g t h L" cat a 1 y s t s was as f o 1 1ow s :

t h e c at a 1y s t , appro x j mat c· l y ~~ . 7 0 cub i c c c n t i met c r s , \\as 1o ad cd into
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the reactor and held in place by two stainless steel plugs (100
mesh).

The reactor was connected to the apparatus and with an air

flow of 550 rnl per minute the reactor temperature was slowly raised
to 500°C over a 90 mintttc period.

This temperature was maintained

for 120 minutes, followed by cooling in the presence of the air
flush.
Oxidation Run Procedures
In tl1e screening of catalysts, the effect of various reaction
parameters upon the behavior of cat3lysts were evaluated by the
pivot point technique.

This involved the variation of certain reac-

t ion para met crs h'i t h respect to a set of central reference conditions,
tcrmcJ the Hpivot point".

The pivot point \\·as chosen as a tempera-

ture of ..J00°C, a contact time of 0.5 seconds, and a feed of 15
v o l u m<:\

0

n

h y J roc arbon , 50 °u a i r , and 3 5 °o s t e am .

These con d it ions

,,·ere based upon literature Jata and the results of preliminary runs.
The reaction parameters that
contact time, air to

,~·ere

h~·drocarbon

studied included the temperature,
ratjo, volume per cent of ,..,ater,

and volume per cent of hydrocnrbon in feed.
the screening of cat;1lysts

~1rc

Conditions emnloyed

111

given in T:1hlc V1.

To beg in a run or a scr1 cs of runs, the air flo\v was started
and thl:l components of the system "·ere brought up to temperature.

Stage one of the ste<1m gencrato1· \\ as opc·ratcd at llll°C and stage two
1

at 180°C.

The prche~tter \vas m~dntaincd at

50°C less than the

reactor temperature \vh i 1 c the rc~1cto r exit 1 i ne \1/as kept at 300°C.
The scrubber assembly

\.Y:ls

maint~1ined at -lS°C to prevent condensation

1 . ()

400

400

400

E

F

G

15
5

0.5

o.s

15

15

0.25
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15

15
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0

(l
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.)00

c

0.5

0.5
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15
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B
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..100
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A
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75

so
so

50

50

so

% Air

78
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35

35

35

35

35

"-

% H..,O
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of

c5

or lower hydrocarbons.

When the components of the system

reached the proper temperatures, water injection was begun and the
scrubber was charged with 10 ml of water and 0.10 grams of hydroquinone inhibitor.
\\~en

the apparatus had stabilized at the desired temperatures,

the sytinge pumps were adjusted to give the desired flow rate of the
piperylene mixture and water and the air flow adjusted to the nroper
flow rate for reaction conditions of the run.
The cont3ct time was defined as the volume of unexpanded
catalyst bed divided by the volume feed rate of reactant gas stream
at reaction temperature and pressure (atmospheric).

Ideal behavior

of the gases was assumed.
After

~0

minutes of equilibration, the scrubber was attached

to the system and the timer started.

As the run proceeded, 0.50 cc

samples of the hydrocarbon stream \'.'ere

\-.rithdr~uvn

port and analyzed on the gas chromatograph.
generally taken at 13 m:inutc intervals.

from the sample

These samples were

After a number of samples

were taken, usually five, the wet test meter was repositioned and
carbon dioxide samples (0.50 cc) \\'ere taken at five minute intervals.
Run

t i

me s \v c r c g en c r al 1y 1 i mi t c J

t

o 4 0 to 9 0 min u t c s .

At the end of the run, the scrubber \vas d isconnccted and the
timer stopped.

The

~cruhbcr

solution \vas h·orkcd up a.s previously

described and stored at -15°C until analysis could be performed.
The analysis

\v~s

a 1\oJ~ys performed \vi thin 2--l hours.

After each run or every second run, depending upon the
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severity of the oxidation, the catalyst was decarbonized at 500°C

in the presence of air and steam.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the oxidation of nipcrylene, the method of vaporization of
the piperylene feed material played an important role in the results
observed.

In preliminary runs, the piperylene mixture was vaporized

by the infusion of the liquid feed to the "T" connector between the

steam generator (stage t\•;o) and the preheat or.

This vaporization

process, in \-.:hich the liquid feed contacts the "T" connector at
elevated temneratures, resulted in a polymer forming reaction occurring prior to the catalyst bed.
was ohserved in the catalyst bed.

Interestingly, no polymer formation
Modification of the injector

scheme (as described in the experimental section) so that vaporization
occurred at ambient tcrnnerature, followed by dilution \vi th air before
preheating cl iminated the
~hilc

pol~·mer

forming reaction.

tl1c manner of pipcrylene vaporization had little effect

unon the typP of products encountered over various catalysts, the
yield of the orodttcts and the degree of conversion of the piperylene

feed material were significantly affected.
lo\ver in the

o:xid~1tion runs \~ith

The conversions were

the moJifi.ed injection scheme, while

the proJuct yields \\'ere substantially higher, indicating that polymer-

ization

w~s

the major reaction occurring in the preliminary oxidQtion

runs.
Over a lund na supported catalysts, the oxidations were very
exothermic.

These oxidations '~ere Ji.ffictllt to control and large

amounts of cr:1ck i ng products \vcrc produced.
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Carbonization of the catalysts also occurred, leading to a reduction
in catalyst activity.

Catalysts sunported on silica gel were not as

active as the alumina supported catalysts.

Over these catalysts, the

amount of cracking products was less than two per cent and these
catalysts did not suffer from severe carbonization as did the alumina
supported catalysts.
Oxidation over molybdenium promoted copper oxide and cobalt
molyhdate on silica catalysts, produced a large number of products.
Typically, about

~0

nroducts were observed over copper oxide while

approximately 30 products were found in the presence of cobalt
molybdate.

Of the 30 products found over cobalt molybdate, twenty

were the same as those

~reduced

in the presence of copper oxide.

Of these products, four have heen identified:

2,4-pentadienal,

2,4-pcntadienoic acid, acrylic acid, and 2-furaldehyde.

Generally,

the aldehydes were observed over hath catalyst systems, with the
d i en n 1 pres en t in subs tan t in 1 qua n t i t i e s . \v hi 1 e 2- fur 31 d eh y de was
only present in trace quantities.
formed only over the cohi.ll t
quantities.

The two carboxylic acids were

mol~·hdate

system and only 1n trace

Treatment of the oxygenated product samples with 2,4-

Jinitrophcnylhydrazine reagent leads to the classification of eight
additional products.

These eight products (peaks 3, -l, 8, 9, 14,

23, 24, and 26) \vcrc believed to be most probahly aldehydes or
ketones .

There is the possibility that one or more of these products

could be an allyl alcohol, since some

~llyl

alcohols are kno\vn to be

oxidized by the reagent to aldehydes or ketones, which then gives a

so
. .

pos1t1ve test.
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Table VII summarized the results obtained for runs with the
molybdenum promoted conper oxide on silica gel catalyst.

The yields

of 2,4-pentadienal were based on the amount of cis- and trans-piperylene that was consumed during a run.

Negative conversion values of

particular components of the piperylene mixture was attributed to
isomerization of one or more of the components in the piperylene
mixture.

In all conditions studied, 2-methyl-2-butene was the most

reactive of the components in the piperylene mixture.

The relative

reactivity of the other components, were deuendent upon the reaction
conditions of the runs.
No

2,~-pentadienoic

acid was formed over this copper oxide

catalyst at the conditions studied, while 2,4-pentadienal was observed
in all except run C.

The maximum yield of the aldehyde, 6.6%,

occurred at the pivot point, run A.

The effect of temperature upon

the yield of the dienal was significant as shown in Figure 3.
300°C (run C), no

2,~-pentadienal

At

or any other product was observed.

As the temperature was increased from 300° to 475°C (runs A, B, and
C), the conversion of pipcrylene increased sharply while the yield
of the aldehyde increased to a maximum at 400°C and decreased as the
temperature

'~as

raised to 475°C.

The influence of contact time unon

the oxidation to 2,4-pentadienal is represented in Figure 4,

The

conversion of pjperylcne increased sh.:::trply as the contact time was
increased, while the yield of the dicnal rpachcd a maximum at a
contact time of 0.5 seconds then decreased as the contact time
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increased.
An increase in the oxygen to piperylene ratio and a decrease
in the amount of steam (run F) resulted 1n a slight increase in
conversion \vith a large decrease 1n the yield of the dienal.

This

observation 1s thought to be the result of a change in the active
surface of the catalyst.

The increase in the oxygen to piperylene

ratio to an excess of one, leads to oxidation of the desired catalyst
comrosition, cuprous oxide, to cupric oxide.

Over cupric oxide, it

is known tl1at olefins are completely oxidized to carbon dioxide and
\-.'at er

73-74

.

Interestingly, a significant increase in conversion and a slight
decre~sc

in yield of the aldehyde was observed in runG \vhere the

volume per cent of hydrocarbon \"as reduced and the amount of steam
increased.
Tahlt" VII I summari:ed the results obtained for runs with the
cobalt molybdate

support~d

copper oxide catalyst,

on silica gel catalyst.

~-mcthyl-~-hutenc

Similar to the

\\'as more reactive than the

other components of the nipcrylenc mixture.

In five of the runs, the

relative order of reactivitv of the remaining components of the
pi pcryl cne mixture \vas:

trans-pipcrylcnc ? cyclorentcnc
whi lc in t\vo runs, Nhi ch

h;~d

>

cis-pipcrylene

lo\v conversions, the follo\ving order

was ohscrved:

cyclopcntene > cis-pipcrylene

>

trans-oipcrylene.
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A trace amount of 2,4-pentadienoic acid was observed over the
cobalt molybdate catalyst in runs A, B, D, and G, while 2,4-pentadienal
\vas observed in all except run

C.

The influence of temperature upon

the degree of piperylene conversion and yield of the aldehyde (runs A,

B, and C) is shown in Figure 5.

The results were similar to those

observed over the copper oxide catalyst, that 1s, the conversion
increased sharply with temperature, while the yield of the dienal
increased to a maximum at 400°C and then decreased as the temperature
\vas increased to

~75°C.

The effect of contact time on conversion and

yield of the aldehyde (runs A, D, and E) was significantly different
than that ovserved over the copper oxide catalyst, as shown in Figure
6.

As the contact time

~as

increased from 0.25 to 1.0 seconds, the

con v c r s i on i n c rca s cd l e s s sharp 1y , '" h i 1 e the y i e 1d of the d i en a 1 \vas
greatest at contact tin1cs of 0.25 and 1.0 seconds and decreased at
a contact time of 0.5 seconds.
An increase in the oxygen to pi!_)erylene ratio and a decrease
in the amount of steam (run F), resulted in ljttle change

1n

conver-

sion of piperylcnc, \vhj lc the yielJ of the aldehyde dropped substantially.

A decrease in the amount of hydrocarbon in the feed and

increase in the amount of steam resulted in a substantial increase
in conversion \vith only a slight drop in yi0ld of the aldehyde '"ith
both cobalt molyhdatl'

~lJH.l

copper oxide.

Tn run C. a number of products were formed that di.d not occur
under any other
studied.

rL~act

ion conditions or \•ri th any other cat al vst

Besides the formation of eight nc\v products, 12 compounds
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including the dienal and 2,4-pentadienoic acid were absent in this
run.

This behavior is thought to be the result of a change in the

mechanism of the oxidation.

Over cobalt molybdate catalysts, the

oxidation of certain olefins (propylene, the n-butenes, and the npentenes) at

lO\\'

temperatures (100- 300°C) and in the presence of

steam proceeds by a mechanism other than allylic oxidation
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This

.

mechanism involves the hydration of the olefin on an acidic site of
the cat;-Ilyst to form an alcohol intermediate, follo\\'ed by oxydehydrogenation to yield a ketone.
ll

H1 0
)

I
CII~-C-R

.)

I

OH
As the temperature is increased above 300°C, the products became
more typical of those of an allylic oxidation.
The unsupportcJ cohalt molybdate catalyst produced the same

types of products observed over the supported cobalt molybdate
catalyst.

The conversion was on the average, 30 per cent lo\ver for

the unsupportcJ catalyst, \\'hi 1 c the yi c ld of the dienal
by about 38°o.

\vas hj

ghcr

Finally, over the cob a 1t molybdate catalysts, the

yiclJs of 2,~-pcntadicnal \vcrc consistently higher than that obtained
in the presence of copper oxide, while the ratio of dicnal to the
total number of oxygcn:1tccl products \vas less over copper oxiJe.

This

is attrihutcJ to the greater proJuction of carbon c.lioxiJc over copper

oxide.
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CONCLUSIONS
Inspection of the results obtained in this project lead to the
following conclusions:
1.

The method of hydrocarbon feed vaporization plays an
important role in the type of reaction that occurs.

To

avoid unwanted side reactions, the feed should be vaporized
at low temperatures and diluted with air before preheating.

2.

Alumina could not be used as a catalyst support, since
severe cracking and carbonization occurred over this
support.

Silica gel did not crack piperylene severely

and can he used for the supporting of catalysts.
3.

Over copper oxide and cobalt molybdate, piperylene is
converted to numerous nroduc-t:-s.

A greater number of

products \"as ohservcd over cabal t molybdate.
4.

Th~

desired product, 2,4-pentadienoic acid, was observed

onlv
in the .presence of cobalt molvbdate
and in trace
,
,

amounts.
5.

2.4-Pentadicnal was ohserved over all catalysts.

The highest yield of 2.4-pent3dienal,

ll~o

was ohservcd over

cohalt molybdate.
6.

It is suggested that the
cvalu~1tion of

proje~t

other catalysts.

be continued with the
Emphasis should he placed

upon investigations involving the usc of
producing 2,4-pentadic~noic acid.

tvJo

catalysts for

One catalyst for

production of 2,4-pcntadicnal, followed hy oxidation of
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the dienal to the acid over a second catalyst.
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